The behavior of LuLiF 4 sheelite (I4 1 /a, Z = 4) under hydrostatic pressure was investigated by means of the first principles calculations. The ferroelastic phase transition from the tetragonal structure of LuLiF 4 to fergusonite structure (C 12 /c1, Z = 4) has been found at 10.5 GPa. It has been determined that this is the second order phase transition.
Introduction
The interest to fluorite rare-earth compounds (with the scheelite CaWO 4 structure) increases significantly due to their possible application in laser technologies and microelectronics. The intrinsic dipole moment materials invoke the particular curiosity in a certain temperature range. One of these compounds (namely, LuLiF 4 ) has been recently investigated at high pressures by synchrotron angle-dispersive x-ray powder diffraction in a diamond anvil cell at room temperature [1] . A tricritical phase transition to the fergusonite crystal structure was found at 10.7 GPa, but the type of this phase transition remained unknown. The present article is devoted to the searching for the phase transi-tion in LuLiF 4 at high pressures by means of density functional theory (DFT) [2, 3] and to identification of its type.
Calculations
Two possible crystal structures of LuLiF 4 with symmetries I4 1 /a and C12/c1
were investigated by means of ab-initio calculations. VASP 5.2 (Vienna AbInitio Simulation Package) [4] software package, the part of MedeA 1 modeling interface, was used to perform the first principles DFT calculations. The geometry of structures was optimized in the range of the pressures from 0 GPa to 20 GPa with 2 GPa step until the maximum force dropped below 0.005 eV/Å, whereas the self-consistent field energy convergence criterion was set at 10 −6 eV.
All calculations were performed in "non magnetical" mode (i.e. two electrons in each state). The electronic degrees of freedom were described using the projector augmented wave method [5] and basis of plane waves as implemented in VASP 5.2. The valence electrons of Lu were considered as the "kept frozen in the core". The exchange-correlation functional has been approximated by the gradient corrected form proposed by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [6] . The Dudarev approach [7] was applied within simplified generalized gradient approximation (GGA)+U scheme [6] . The other calculation parameters were chosen the same as in the paper [8] .
Results
The analysis of lattice parameters, unit cell volume, order parameter and bulk modulus under pressure has been performed in order to determine the type of phase transition and to obtain the transition pressure. In The order parameter versus the pressure was plotted to find critical pressure of the phase transition. The second rank strain tensor components have been selected as a primary order parameter [1] . The tensor function has the following form e m = 1/ √ 2(e xx − e yy ) [10] . The spontaneous strains e xx and e yy , contributing to the order parameter e m , are determined as follows: e xx = (c m − a t )/a t , e yy = (a m / √ 2 − a t )/a t (where a t is a lattice parameter of tetrag-onal structure, a m and c m are the lattice parameters of monoclinic structure).
The order parameter starts to change smoothly from zero (I4 1 /a symmetry) to a nonzero (C12/c1 symmetry) value at the point 10.5 GPa ( see FIG. 2 ). [11] . The same parameters for I4 1 /a symmetry at ambient pressure have been obtained previously [8] . The pressure derivatives of the bulk modulus of two symmetries LuLiF 4 structure are extremely different.
Analogous compound YLiF 4 was also studied by means of the DFT method in the previous paper [12] . It has been shown that 
Conclusion
Thus, in the present work the ferroelastic phase transition of LuLiF 4 scheelite (I4 1 /a, Z = 4) structure under pressure was found at 10.5 GPa by means of DFT. The ferroelastic phase transition from the tetragonal structure to fergusonite one (C12/c1, Z = 4) was identified on the base of pressure dependence of the structural parameters, the order parameter and the cell volume. It was determined that this is the second order phase transition. The absence of phase transition to C2/c and to P12/c1 structure symmetries was shown.
